




Cahan, Eric <Eric.Cahan@sno.wednet.edu>
Subject: Re: History Doc, 1/7, SHS, Stettler
 
Mr. 
   Thank you for writing to let me know your response to my power point. I very much
appreciate your opinion. In retrospect, I agree that my words were too opinionated and do
not have a place in the classroom. I apologize for this lapse of judgment on my part. I have
amended the power point and included links to speeches by senators that refer to the
Enlightenment ideals we are studying. I will deliver the same message to students tomorrow.
Sincerely,
Lisa Stettler
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[ External Email ]

Lisa:
 
Please refrain from ever showing this opinionated garbage to my daughter in a public education
forum again.  My tax dollars are to support an education, not an indoctrination.  The awful events of
yesterday, in context to the entire year for that matter, could have been a wonderful teaching
moment today. 
 
The bulleted points in Lisa Stettler?s document are highly opinionated and only demonstrate a
liberal ideology.

Informed citizenry?  As in the on-going federal case against the on-line media behemoths for
suppression of conservative speech?
People yesterday can?t differentiate facts from lies?  Like the ones who have burned and
looted our country for the past year can?  Liars?
Fair election, supported by facts?  As disputed by over 10,000 individual sworn affidavits and
objected to by over 60 US congressmen?
Repeating a false claim?  Like Russia collusion?
How Hitler came to power?  As in media suppression, one party rule, and disarming its
citizens?

 
If you wish to express outrage in context to a history lesson, how about doing so with an objective
viewpoint.  Drawing a reference is much different than inference, and inference while name calling
via association with homicidal dictators is not in the best interest of our kids.  My daughter loves
history.  Your class.  But having to explain to her why our family viewpoints do not make us liars or
supporters of Adolph Hitler is a conversation I?d rather not have.



 
, Taxpayer

 

 




